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The Broiler Enterprise in Louisiana
EwELL P. Roy and Jamp:,s M. Barer
INTRODUCTION
Production of broilers on a commercial scale is a relatively new in-
dustry in Louisiana. About 90 per cent ol the estimated 400 houses in
operation during 1951 were established since 1946. The growth has been
more rapid and more concentrated in the hill-farming sections of northern
Louisiana, where promotional methods were used to get the business
started, than in the southern part of the state, where broilers have been
produced principally for the local trade. Because of soil depletion and
shortage of labor in some areas, broilers may replace cotton to a great
extent as a primary source of cash income.
In every area of the state where broiler development is pronounced,
the ]3roducers on the whole are new in the business and may need much
assistance before becoming substantially established. Iherefore, this
study was designed to provide these producers, and the agencies working
with them, information that will be helpful in the solution of some of the
production and marketing problems.
Objectives
The study had four main objectixcs: (1) to delineate the economic
characteristics of the broiler business in the state; (2) to analyze the
physical aspects of broiler production and marketing equipment with re-
spect to constrtiction, costs, aird operating efficienc) ; (3) to relate
management and marketing practices to net returns to producers; and
(4) to evaluate and define the information obtained in terms usable by
those persons producing and marketing broilers.
Method of Study
To provide a comprehensive report on the broiler industr\ in Louisi-
ana and to have the maximum amount of comparable data, the state w^as
divided into three areas which w^ere designated as the Ruston Area, the
Northwest Area, and the Scattered Area, as shown in Figure 1. The Rus-
ton Area comprises the parishes of Bienville, Claiborne, Jackson, Lin-
coln, Winn, and Union; the Northwest Area includes Bossier, Caddo, De-
Soto, Natchitoches, Red River, and Sabine; and the Scattered Area
covers the rest of the state. Data were obtained b} the survey method
using the sample technique in the Ruston and Northwest areas and con-
tact with all known broiler producers in the Scattered Area.
*This study is contributive to regional poultry and egg marketing research l^eing
conducted co-ordinately by Arkansas, Alabama, Georgia. Louisiana. Mississippi. South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and B.A.E., V.S. Department of Agriculture.
It was supported jointly by State and R.M.A. funds.
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The sample was determined by selecting every fourth name from a
list of producers provided by the county agents. Included in the sample
for the Ruston Area were 26 growers who produced 79 broods of broilers
during 1951; 38 producers in the Northwest Area reporting 127 broods
during that year; and 42 producers in the Scattered Area who turned
out 106 broods. The broods were classified into three different sizes and
designated as small, medium, and large. The small size consisted of lots
averaging less than 2,500 chicks started, the medium size had 2,500 to
3,499, and the large size included broods of 3,500 or more birds.
Figure 1. Location of the 106 broiler producers contacted in a state-wide study in
Louisiana during 1951.
LOCATION OF BROILERS IN UNITED STATES
The location of broiler production is not greatly affected by dif-
ferences in climate, soil type, or topography, as is clearly indicated by
the concentration of broilers in certain sections of the United States
(Figure 2) . The most important factors determining location are depend-
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able sources of chicks, feed, and outlets for the finished birds, and compe-
tition from other enterprises.
The large volume of broiler production along the Atlantic seaboard
in Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia may be attributed primarily to good
markets provided by the dense population of the areas served, the
scarcity of land for other farming enterprises, and the advantage of im-
porting feed over importing live or dressed broilers from the feed pro-
ducing sections of the Midwest.
The large volume of broilers produced in Arkansas and Georgia may
be due to the elimination of less remunerative competitive enterprises.
Many families on hill farms where the soil has become depleted for cotton
production have turned to broilers. This condition along with the
mechanization of cotton and other farm crops has caused many Louisiana
farmers also to turn to the broiler enterprise. Being more dependable as a
source of cash income than some of the crops, the broiler house promises
to become commonplace on the average family farm in the hill sections
of Louisiana.
The average prices received for broilers by producers in the United
States during 1951 varied from 27.1 cents a pound in Delaware and Mary-
land, where the supply was relatively large, to 34.0 cents in Arizona,
where production was low. In Georgia and Mississippi the average prices
were 27.6 cents and 29.3 cents, respectively, as compared with 31.0 cents
in Louisiana. The higher price in Louisiana probably was due to the more
favorable relationship between local demand and supply. As the volume
of production increases to the extent that markets outside the local area
have to be tapped, it is likely that profit margins will be narrowed.
Figure 2. Distribution of broiler production in United States, by states, 1951. No at-
tempt was made to establish the exact location of the industry within each
state.
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BROILER PRODUCERS IN LOUISIANA
Eighty per cent of the broiler growers contacted in Louisiana during
1951 operated their enterprises on a part-time basis while 20 per cent
were on a full-time basis, as indicated in Table 1. Part-time producers in-
cluded farmers, teachers, merchants, fruit growers, and others not fully
employed. All of the full-time and about 90 per cent of the part-time
operators established their houses at the farm home.
While 20 per cent of the producers who were on a full-time basis
received all of their income from broilers, the 80 per cent operating on a
part-time basis received an average of only 15 per cent of their cash in-
come from this source and the balance was obtained from the major
source of employment.
Over 90 per cent of the broiler houses were operated by family labor,
and 84 per cent were managed by persons having had less than one vear
of experience in producing and marketing broilers.
TABLE 1. Tenure, Income, Source of Labor, and Broiler Growing Experience of













Full-time 8 31 20
Part-time 77 92 69 80
Income:
Broilers 15 8 21 15
Other 85 92 79 85
Operator
Famih 92 94 86 91
Hired 8 6 14 9
Experience:
One year or less 88 94 71 84
More than one year 12 ' 6 29 16
BROILER HOUSES
Probably every person contemplating entering broiler production is
confronted with the kind of house to provide, and in many cases funds
are insufficient to finance such an undertaking. Also, many growers pre-
fer to "try-out" the business before becoming too heavily involved finan-
cially. Some are advised to construct inexpensive houses that will suffice
until better ones are needed or can be afforded. Others are told that one
should start with a good plant that will be cheaper in the long run and
can be used for other purposes, such as for a laying house, in the event of
a change in enterprise. As one would expect, the kind of broiler houses
constructed varied from one area to another depending on promoted pat-
terns, or lack of patterns, and the method and source of finance.
Type of Construction
To compare types and costs of construction, the broiler houses in
Louisiana were divided into four classifications: Type A, Type B, Type C,
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and Unclassified. Type A houses comprised the ones buih of reasonably
good material throughout, including concrete foundation strips, alumi-
num or galvanized tin roofing, commercial type ventilators, and dirt
or concrete floors; Type B were constructed of a lower grade of material
with composition roofs, make-shift ventilators, and a lower grade of
workmanship; the Type C unit usually was some farm building converted
to broiler use with little remodeling; and the Unclassified houses were
mostly of the battery type with mesh wire floors. Of the 106 producers
contacted, 75 per cent had Type A houses; 10 per cent had Type B; 10
per cent. Type C; and 5 per cent, the Unclassified type, which is omitted
from Table 2 for lack of comparable data.
Certain items in the design and construction of broiler houses have
a direct bearing on the efficiency of operations. Among the most impor-
tant are roofs, floors, and ventilation. Aluminum roofing was used by a
majority of the growers in Louisiana because the houses are kept cooler
in the summer months, which stimulates chick growth. Shingles, tin or
composition, were employed by others for house covering. Those roofing
their houses with aluminum usually applied the same material to the
avails. Others used concrete blocks, tin, composition siding, plank, or wire.
A proper floor in a broiler house is conducive to good chick health.
A well-drained dirt floor, which has a tendency to stay dry and can be re-
paired easily with dry material in case of leakage, appeared to be the
most practical from the standpoint of service and cost, and was used by
nearly all of the Louisiana producers contacted. A study in Delaware
during 1942 also reports that dirt floors are most widely used in that
state.
1
The most common types of roof ventilation consisted of round
vents or the ridge type extending the entire length of the house. A few
growers used forced air or stacks, and others had no special kind of roof
ventilators. Side-wall ventilation consisted mainly of flaps or windows.
Except during excessively cold weather, many producers kept the side
walls of their houses open. The best type of ventilation to use is still
controversial among Louisiana broiler producers.
Investment in Houses
The investment in the different types of broiler houses, including
equipment, is shown in Table 2. Automatic feeders were observed only
in the Type A buildings. The cost of the plants was calculated for the
different areas on the basis of 2,400 square feet of floor space per house
and by types of houses and feeders.
Automatic feeders were not originally installed in some of the
Type A houses but appeared later as a trial method of feeding. The)
cost about four times as much as the common trough type and hold some
promise of replacing the latter. The automatic units were installed in the
^Bailsman. R. O., An Econojiiic Survey of ilie Broiler Industry in Delaxcare,







































































better constructed houses, and were used to lower labor requirements with
no better feed utilization being anticipated. It is pointed out by John
High that more efficient use of feed may not accompany the automatic
feeder.2
The total cost of a Type A house with automatic feeders in the
Ruston Area was $2,424 for 2,400 square feet of floor space, or $1.01
per square foot. A similar type house in the Scattered Area cost $2,256
or 94 cents per square foot. Type A houses with hand feeders in the
Ruston Area cost $1,920, or 80 cents per square foot. The additional cosi
of installing automatic feeders amounts to roughly $600 per house, oi
about $400 above the cost of hand feeders. A Type B house in the Rus-
ton Area cost $1,104 without automatic feeders, while in the Scattered
Area similar houses were more expensive owing to higher building costs.
Type C houses cost about 50 cents a square foot.
Sources of Finance
Broiler production is a type of enterprise that requires relativeh
heavy initial investment in buildings and equipment. Because of th(
rapid turnover in production there also is a substantial amount of capita
required for production expenses. Chicks and feed, which comprise aboui
90 per cent of the cost in producing a brood of broilers, must be financec
through the growing period. Therefore, long-term financing is needed
for capital equipment and short-term for production purposes.
Eighty per cent of the producers in the Ruston Area, 74 per cent
in the Northwest Area, and 10 per cent in the Scattered Area received
long-term financing from commercial banks supported by F.H.A. Title
I funds. Except for the Scattered Area, relatively few provided rheir owr
capital or obtained it from sources other than banks.
The principal source of short-term credit was the local feed company
Of the 106 growers contacted, 89 per cent in the Ruston Area, 32 per cen
in the Northwest Area, and 50 per cent in the Scattered Area depended oi
this source. Commercial banks extended short-term financing only in thi
Northwest Area. The dealers supplied the growers with chicks, feed, ana
medicinal items during the brooding period on an open-account plan.
The well established system of credit through feed dealers and banks no
doubt was responsible for the rapid development of the i^roiler business
in the Ruston and Northwest Areas of Louisiana.
CHICK SUPPLY
Sources
Some of the producers who were new in the broiler business have hai
difficulty in developing a steady and reliable source of chick supply. Ove
80 per cent of the growers in the Scattered Area, who were more firml
established, obtained their chicks from hatcheries in Louisiana. Rusto:
producers depended principally on Louisiana and Mississippi hatcheries,
^High, John, "'Which Feeder is Best for Broilers?" Broiler Groiuing, Watt Publish-
ing Co., November 1952, p. 19.
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while the Northwest producers purchased chicks mainly from Louisiana
and Texas hatcheries. A few producers patronized sources in other states,
as indicated in Table 3.
TABLE 3. Sources of Chicks Started l)y 106 Louisiana Broiler Producers, bv Areas and
States of Origin, 1951
Areas
Supply
State Ruston Northwest Scattered^
(l^er cent) ( Per cent
)
(Per cent)
Louisiana 45.7 41.7 82.2
Mississippi 41.5 6.8 4.2
Texas 1.8 38.5 5.4
Arkansas 5.3 7.7 .0
Otliers- 5.7 5.3 8.2
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
^Many chicks raised in the area were not of the meat type.
-Included Georgia, Indiana, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Oklahoma, Ten-
nessee, and Pennsylvania.
Breeds
Although the New Hampshire was the chick most widely used by
Louisiana broiler producers during 1951, the choice appears to have
been based mainly on the source of supply. The proportions of the dif-
ferent breeds started in the selected areas during the period of study are
shown in Table 4.
In the Ruston Area, about 87 per cent of the chicks started were
New Hampshires and the balance were crosses and mixed lots. The North-
west producers reported 58 per cent New Hampshires and a liberal
amount of White Rocks and crossbreeds. In the Scattered section, the
New Hampshire breed also was predominant. In 1942 Delaware re-
ported Rock-Red crosses as being most popular in that state. ^ Since then,
there has been a shift to the New Hampshire. Virginia reports New
Hampshires much in the lead.^
TARLE I. Percentage of the Diilerent Breeds of Chicks Started in Three Selected




New Hampshire 80.5 58.0 81.8
White Rock .6 13.7 4.7
Crosses* 5.4 23.4 6.3
Mixed lots** 7.5 4.9 7.2
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
*New Hanipshire X Barred Rock, Vantress, India 1 River, Eureka, and Dark Cornish X New
Hampshire.
**New Hampshire, Eureka, Barred Rock, Rhode Island Red, Indian River, Vantress, White
Rock, and Dark Cornish.
'^op. cit., An Economic Survey of ihe Broiler Industry in Delaware, p. 36.




Coccidiosis was the disease most prevalent among one-third ol the
broiler chicks in Louisiana during 1951, and was followed closeh b\ colds
and coryza (Table 5) . Studies made in Virginia and Delaware'' reveal
about the same degree of (occidiosis infection in those states as was re-
ported for Louisiana.
Knowing that the egg conveys pullorum to tlie chick, main pioduc-
ers patronized only hatcheries handling chicks with a rating above "con-
trolled." Ninety per cent of tlie producers in the Rusron Area used
chicks rated either "clean" or "passed." I'he resi pmchased ihem from
hatcheries recpiiring only "controlled" or no pullorum rating h)r their
hatching egg supply flocks. Of the Northwest producers. 2 per cent pui-
chased "clean" chicks, 50 per cent l)ought "passed" ( hicks, and the balance
bought chicks of lesser rating.'
TABrK f). I A pc ol DiscMsc wiid t.\lciii ot ( )( ( ii 1 1 cik c. Ill liioods Rcpoiiing.
Louisiana, lO.')!
1 ypc of Disease* No. of Broods Per cent of total
Coccidiosis 37 32





Nutritional deiic ien( ies 2 2
Others* » 5 5
114 lUO
*l)isease ideiil ilic atioii based on [jrochu ei s' opinions, of ten not \eritic-d l)\ lahoiatorv diagnosis.
**Otiier diseases iiukuie (liolera, .!;i//ai(l erosjoii, pniLiui' )n i.i , and epidemic tremor.
Prices
Little \ariation was noted in the prices paid lor chicks b\ the pro-
ducers in the dillerent broiler producing areas ol Louisiana during 19.")1.
as indicated by Table 6. The average price paid was about cents a
chick deli\ered at the broiler house.
RELATED MANAGEMENT PRAC TICES
Most of the broiler producers contacted Avere in the business for the
(hst time and they had the advantage of not ha\ ing obsolete methods to
discard or modify. Being in closely associated groups. the\ could stuch
and map out their production procedures more elfectixeh than it the\
were widely scattered. Some of the management practices directh related
to the cost of producing broilers included si/e ol brood, livabilitv of
'i'laxico, )aincs S., Broiler Costs and Returns Ixelaled to M(ni(ii!;enieiit Prdeliees.
]xoeki)ii^li(ini CotDilw l'iro^i)ii<i. l'N(->-/7 . \hi^hu-d Aof. Kxp. Sta. BuUoiin l'J(>. April Ull*).
P- '
.
''op. (it.. An Eeonont ie Suri'cx of the Jhoilcr bidustrx in Dchrwdri' . j). 10.
'A "clean'' rating moans no pnllonim on two separate tests: passed. " no pul-
lorum on one test; and "controlled " denotes less tlian 2 per ceiii leaiiors to the pidl;)-
rum test.
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TABLE 6. Average Prices Paid for Chicks by 106 Producers, by Size of Broods and by
Areas, Louisiana, 1951




Ruston 15.2 15.5 16.0
Northwest 15.8 15.6 15.6
Scattered 15.1 15.4 14.5
Simple average 15.4 15.5 15.4
chicks, length of the production period, weight of birds at sale, feed
consumed, and amount of labor employed. Data on these factors for the
three areas are shown in Table 7.
Production Factors
The average size of the 312 selected broods started in Louisiana dur-
ing 1951 varied from 1,292 chicks for the small broods to 4,491 for the
large. The average livability for all broods in the state was 93.8 per cent.
The number of days the chicks were held in production was closely as-
sociated with the weight of the broilers at the time of sale. For example,
the medium-sized broods in the Ruston Area were held an average of
64 days, with the birds averaging 2.7 pounds each, while in the Scat-
tered Area they were held 71 days and averaged 2.8 pounds. These varia-
tions in age and size of broilers may be attributed to the differences in
demand for broilers of different sizes.
Some range in the amount of feed used per pound of broiler was
noted. The Ruston Area reported an average feed conversion ratio of 2.9
while the small brood operators in Northwest Louisiana reported a
conversion of 3.3 pounds. The average for the state was 3.1.
The amount of labor required to produce a brood of broilers usually
decreases as the size of the brood increases, and also may vary with the
seasons of the year, the type of labor employed, and the level of mechani-
zation in the broiler house. The family labor expended in producing the
different sizes of broods in Louisiana, which comprised over 90 per cent
of all labor, varied considerably from one area to another, with an
average of 119 hours for the small broods and 186 for the large, and a
state average of 140 hours for all broods. The hours per 1,000 broilers
produced ranged from 99 to 44 for these broods, and 59 for the state.
Research in Virginia reported 167 hours for every 1,000 birds,^ while
studies in Maine reveal the employment of 120 minutes, or two hours a
day, per 1,000 broilers.^
Floor Space Per Bird
The requirement of floor space per chick is determined mainly by
the season of the year, latitude of the producing area, and the age and
^op. cit.. Broiler Cost and Returns (Va.) , p. 28.
'*Perry, A. L., and Dow, G. F., Costs and Returns in Broiler Production, Maine
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bulletin 441, December 1945, p. 66.
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TABLE 7. Selected Management Data on Broiler Production, 312 Growers,
Louisiana, 1951
Item Unit
Size of brood Weighted
-
Small Medium Large Average
Ruston Area
Broods: No. 14.0 60.0 5.0 26.3
Size of brood started Birds 1,578.0 3,022.0 4,037.0 2,830.3
Size of brood sold Birds 1,511.0 2,839.0 3,776.0 2,663.0
Livability Pet. 95.8 93.9 93.5 94.1
Days birds held No. 66.0 64.0 67.0 64.5
Weight at sale Lbs. 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.7
Feed per lb. of broiler Lbs. 2.9 2.9 3.0 2.9
Family labor per brood Hours 158.0 147.0 168.0 150.3
Family labor, 1,000 broilers Hours 104.6 51.8 44.5 57.5
Northwest Area
Broods: No. 27.0 91.0 90.0 42.3
Size of brood started Birds 1,690.0 3,032.0 3,971.0 2,813.2
Size of brood sold Birds ],588.0 2,850.0 3,766.0 2,646.6
Livability Pet. 94.0 94.0 94.8 94.1
Days birds held No. 69.0 69.0 68.0 68.9
Weight at sale Lbs. 2.7 2.7 2.8 2.7
Feed per lb. of broiler Lbs. 3.3 3.2 3.0 3.2
Family labor per brood Hours 104.0 145.0 143.0 136.1
Family labor, 1,000 broilers Hours 65.5 50.9 38.0 51.4
Scattered Area
Broods: No. 76.0 14.0 16.0 35.4
Size of brood started Birds 1,098.0 3,105.0 4,925.0 1,940.7
Size of brood sold Birds 1,016.0 2,815.0 4,666.0 1,804.5
Livability Pet. 92.5 90.7 94.7 93.0
Days birds held No. 72.0 71.0 70.0 71.6
Weight at sale Lbs. 2.9 2.8 2.9 2.9
Feed per lb. of broiler Lbs. 3.2 3.0 3.2 3.2
Family labor per brood Hours 115.0 206.0 217.0 142.4
Family labor, 1,000 broilers Hours 113.2 78.2 46.5 78.7
State
Broods: No. 117.0 165.0 30.0 104.0
Size of brood started Birds 1,292.0 3,035.0 4,491.0 2,521.4
Size of brood sold Birds 1,207.0 2,844.0 4,248.0 2,365.1
Livability Pet. 93.4 93.7 94.6 93.8
Days birds held No. 70.0 67.0 69.0 68.3
Weight at sale Lbs. 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.7
Feed per lb. of broiler Lbs. 3.2 3.0 3.1 3.1
Family labor per brood Hours 119.0 147.0 186.0 140.3
Family labor, 1,000 broilers Hours 98.6 51.7 - 43.8 59.3
weight of the broilers at time of marketing. In Louisiana during 1951
slightly less than .8 square foot of floor space was allowed each chick
by 23 per cent of the producers in the Ruston Area, 50 per cent in the
Northwest Area, and 33 per cent in the Scattered Area. One square
foot or more per chick was permitted by 19 per cent, 5 per cent, and
22 per cent, respectively, of the growers in the different areas. The average
lor the state was about .9 square foot. Fear of respiratory and of other
diseases as well as management difficulties from overcrowding ma\ have
been the reason for liberal floor spacing. Recent studies in Dela^vare
\
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point out that when the margin between the ; cost of production and
price received is relatively small, the profit from broiler production will
be greatest when .75 square foot of floor space per bird is allowed.^o When
the margin is wide, the profit may be greater when less space is per-
mitted each bird.
Hovers and Fuel
Over 95 per cent of the Louisiana broiler producers interviewed used
canopy-type brooders during 1951. The balance employed either battery
brooders, infrared lights, or stoves. Natural and butane gases provided
the source of fuel for a majority of the producers in all areas.
Method and Frequency of Feeding
Automatic feeders which provide constant distribution of feed to the
chicks throughout the day were in use by 15 per cent of the Ruston pro-
ducers and to a lesser extent in the other sections of the state. The per-
centage of growers feeding chicks less than three times a day and those
feeding them three or more times a day was about equal. Most producers
started chicks on scratch grain while others used starter mash. Usually
during the seventh week of production, broilers were shifted to a "finish-
ing" ration which is lower in protein content.
Litter and Frequency of Change
Wood shavings comprised the bulk of the litter at nearly all of the
broiler houses visited. Eleven, 21, and 26 per cent of the producers in the
respective areas used bagasse litter, which is a cane by-product. In a few
instances sawdust and rice hulls formed the litter. Although between 35
and 55 per cent of the producers changed the litter after each brood of
broilers, the trend was toward less frequent change, especially when no
evidence of disease was present. Virginia reported shavings as the
most commonly used litter,^^ while Delaware growers used sawdust pri-
marily.^^
Lights in the Broiler House
How and when to use lights at night in the broiler house is a contro-
versial question. A study comprising lour trials with different kinds of
lighting at the North Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station contri-
butes some limited but pertinent data.^'^ Three kinds of lighting methods
were compared: natural, interm.ittent, and all-night light. vVmong these
systems little difference was noted in chick mortality; feed conversion was
slightly in favor of only natural lighting and consequently income mar-
gins also were a little higher under that method. Natural lighting yielded
"Smith, R. C, and McDaniel, W. E., rioor Space Affects Broiler Profits, Delaware
Agr. Exp. Sta. Circular 25, September 1952.
"op. cit., Good Broiler Management Pays, p. 28.
^'-op. cit., An Economic Survey of the Broiler Industry in Delaware, p. 38.
"Heath, J.L., Woodward, R.S., and Upp, C.W., Summary of Broiler Experiments,
July 1951 to July 1952, L.S.U. and North Louisiana Agr. Exp. Sta., Calhoun, Louisiana,
1951-52.
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the best results only during spring and summer; all-night lighting was the
best of the three in fall and winter; and the intermittent lighting gave
rather constant but not superior yearly results. Hoffman and Gwin re-
port Heyw^ang as finding no benefit from all-night lighting over lights
from midnight to daybreak, and suggested that chicks eat more during
the cooler horns of the day or night.
In this study, it was observed that 73 per cent, 84 per cent, and 89
per cent of the producers in the three respective areas used all-night
lighting. This practice was not based on any specific research but was
assumed to be a good practice.. Nearly all of the other producers used
intermittent lighting. Only about one-fourth of the broilers produced in
Maine in 1944 were under artificial lighting.^''
Watering Facilities
Three types of waterers were used by Louisiana broiler producers
during 1951: aiUomatic waterers such as "drip-type" fountains, semi-
automatic which included only running water facilities, and common
waterers, or those involving the drawing of water and carrying it to the
broiler house. Over 90 per cent of the waterers were of the drip-type.
Virginia reports 98 per cent of the broods on its Eastern Shore, and 56
per cent of its Shenandoah Valley lots, were produced in houses ^\ ith
automatic waterers. ^'^
MARKETING OF BROILERS
Except for some of the older and more firmly established broiler
producers in the Scattered Area, the year 1951 was one of adjustment in
marketing as well as in production. The Scattered producers developed
their enterprises on the demand of local dealers and groups of various
kinds needing dressed birds; e.g., for storage in home refrigerators. As
broiler production in the northern part of the state began to exceed the
capacity of the local dressing plant, larger and more distant markets had
to be sought. With these expanded outlets, additional marketing prob-
lems arose. To present the progress being made in marketing broilers in
Louisiana and to indicate some of the problems involved, data were ob-
tained on (1) types of outlets used, (2) methods of handling broilers,
(3) prices received by producers, (4) market news service available, and
(5) some of the major factors affecting marketing of broilers.
Outlets
Four different types of markets were available to most of the pro-
ducers interviewed; namely, dressing plants, live broiler buyers, dressed
markets, and home use. With the exception of the Scattered Area, the
small producers sold two-thirds or more of their broilers directly to dress-
"Hoffman, E., and Gwin, J. M., Successful Broiler Grou'hig, Watt Fuh. Co., Mount
Morris, 111., 1951, p. 122.
^^op. cit.. Cost and Returns in Broiler Production, p. 67.
^'''op. cit., Good Broiler Management Pays, p. 29.
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ing plants. The balance went principally to live broiler buyers or were
sold dressed to stores and individuals (Table 8)
.
The producers with medium-sized operations mostly used the dress-
ing plants. Seventy-eight per cent o£ the output of the large operators
in the Ruston Area, 53 per cent in the Northwest Section, and 42 per
cent in the Scattered Area were sold to dressing plants. About 90 per
cent of this supply was taken by buyers representing Louisiana dealers
who either sold the broilers dressed to individual buyers or to retail
stores and restaurants. Most of the remaining 10 per cent was taken by
live buyers and resold to large slaughterers or distributors.
TABLE 8. Disposition of Broilers by 106 Producers, by Outlets, Areas,
and Size of Broods, Louisiana, 1951
Outlet
Area and size of brood
Ruston Northwest Scattered State
Sm . Med. Lg. Sm. Med. Lg. Sm. Med. Lg. Sm. Med. Lg.
Per cent of producers
Dressing plant^ 64 98 78 77 85 53 28 85 42 48 90 50
Live buyers^ 9 2 22 11 15 47 25 13 31 19 10 34
Dressed outlets'' 26 0 0 II 0 0 46 2 27 32 * 16
Home use 1 * * 1 * 1 * 1 * *
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
iWhere dealer dressed birds for local retail outlets.
-Buyers usually for large dressing and distributing plants.
'Usually for strictly local use.
*Less than 1 per cent.
Methods of Handling Broilers
As broilers usually are sold by the pound, they must be weighed dur-
ing the exchange of ownership. In the Ruston and Northwest Areas where
the entire brood was sold at one time, about 90 per cent or more of the
birds were weighed in the coop. In the Scattered sections where about 47
per cent of the broods were sold in broken lots, each bird was weighed
separately. In a few instances coops and truck were weighed together and
the proper deductions made. This method, which appeared to be the most
convenient and economical, likely will be most widely used in the future.
At the time of the survey, about 95 per cent of the broilers marketed
by the 106 producers contacted were weighed on platform scales and
loaded on trucks at the farm. The sales transaction was terminated at the
broiler house. Most of the buyers assisted the producers in weighing and
loading but none of the buyers attempted to grade the birds. It may be
expected, however, that as broilers become relatively more plentiful and
the margin between cost of production and the price received decreases,
more grading will be done. «
Prices Received for Broilers
The average prices received for broilers by Louisiana producers on
the basis of outlet, area, and size of brood during 1951 are presented in
Table 9. Although the prices were accurately recorded, the wide varia-
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tions between prices from one area to another and from one size of brood
to another indicate difficuky of comparison. On the whole, the prices were
relatively high in all areas because of the relatively short supply and
unusually good demand.
Much of the output of the small units was supplied to the local
trade at prices above the average of other areas where the volume was
larger and the broilers had to be sold in more competitive markets. Pro-
ducers in the Scattered Area operated under diverse production condi-
tions and although the prices received for their birds were high, often
the cost of production also was high. No doubt the prices most represent-
ative of market values were the ones received for the medium-sized
broods in the Ruston and Northwest Areas.
TABLE 9. Prices Received for Live Broilers, by Outlets, Areas, and Size
of Broods, Louisiana, 1951
Area and size of brood
Outlet Ruston Northwest Scattered State
Sm. Med. Lg. Sm. Med. Lg. Sm. Med. Lg. Sm. Med. Lg.
Cents per pound of broiler
Dressing plant 30 29 28 29 29 28 31 30 29 30 29 28
Live buyers^ 29 27 24 31 27 26 38 33 35 36 28 30
Other^ 35 38 36 40 39 36 40 39
Average (simple
;
) 31 28 26 33 28 27 35 34 34 34 32 32
*No sales.
^In the Scattered Area this included consumer purchasing.
-Dressed birds sold to stores, cafes, individuals, etc. Calculated in live weight equivalents.
Market News
Two-thirds of the producers in the Ruston Area and one-third in the
Northwest section received market news from the Louisiana Market
Commission. A few of the more isolated producers obtained price infor-
mation from this source and from the radio. Except for the Ruston
producers, about one-half of the growers had no regular market news
service.
RETURNS TO PRODUCERS
Most of the labor utilized in the production of broilers in Louisiana
during 1951 was supplied by the family. This kind of labor varied widely
in efficiency and was difficult to calculate on an hourly or other com-
parable basis. Because of this difficulty, family labor was omitted from
the cost structure and made a recipient of the residue in the balancing
of receipts and costs, as shown in Table 10.
Receipts
About 96 per cent of the receipts to broiler producers consisted of
proceeds from sale of broilers and about 4 per cent from credits for such
items as birds consumed by the family, reclaimed feed, receipts from sale
of manure or its estimated value, salvaged feed bags, and adjustments for
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chick losses. The gross receipts per pound of broiler during 1951 ranged
from 28 cents for the large broods in the Ruston Area to 36 cents for the
small broods in the Scattered Area. The weighted averages for the state
by different sizes of broods were 34.0, 29.8, and 31.7 cents, respectively.
Costs
J^eed and chicks together comprised about 90 per cent of the cost
of producing a broiler, excluding family labor. Other items such as fixed
charges, utilities, and medicines accounted for the balance. The average
cost for the state was about 68 cents. The cost of producing a pound of
broiler varied from 23.4 cents for the medium-sized brood in the Ruston
Area to 26.8 cents for the small brood in the Scattered Area.
Feed amounted to 68 per cent of the cost of producing broilers in
Louisiana excluding family labor (Figure 3). Virginia records the same
percentage for feed.^' The feed cost per pound of broiler in Louisiana
varied from 15.7 cents for the medium-sized brood in the Ruston Area
to 18.3 cents for the small brood in the Northwest Area. The state average
was about 17 cents per pound of broiler.
The cost of chicks was about 25 per cent of the total cost of produc-
ing broilers for market, and averaged about 6 cents a pound of bird. The
cost on a brood basis varied little among the producers using broiler type
chicks exclusively. The other items of cost, although important, were
relatively small in the aggregate and showed only minor variations from
one area or one size of brood to another.
Net Returns
Net returns per pound of broiler marketed ranged from 3.7 cents
for the large broods in the Ruston Area to 9.2 cents for the small broods
in the Scattered Area. Probably the most representative figure for the
state was that for the medium-sized brood, which for the state averaged 5
cents. For this brood the net return per bird of 2.72 pounds was 13.6
cents. This size brood netted family labor an average of $386.78, and an
hourly return to labor of $2.63.
FACTORS AFFECTING NET RETURNS
Feed
Although feed is the major factor of cost in producing broilers, in
Louisiana during 1951 it varied widely in price from one community
and from one brand to another with little knowledge of variations in
quality. In this study, the relationship between price and feeding value
of the different rations was not ascertained, but from observation it was
felt that price-quality relations should be more carefully considered by
the broiler producers.




1 igure 3. Illustration of costs and returns involved in producing the medium-sized
brood of broilers in Louisiana during 1951.
Feed Prices
The price paid for feed by broiler growers varied from $4.75 a
hundred pounds for a certain brand in one community to $6.25 for a
different brand in another, and the average price paid for all feeds used
for the medium-sized broods was $5.62. Based on a 13.6-cent net return
per bird weighing 2.72 pounds, a feed conversion of 3.0, and a gross mar-
ket return of 30 cents a pound for broilers, the effect of variation in the
price of feed on net returns to family labor is shown in Figure 4. For
example, if all of the feeds had had a 3.0 conversion ratio and had been
purchased at $4.75, the average net return per bird to the producer for
his labor and management would have been 20.8 cents instead of 13.6
cents; and conversely, if all the feed had cost $6.25 and had a 3.0 conver-
sion ratio, the net returns would have been 8.6 cents a bird. From the
charted data other examples of the effect of feed prices on net returns
easily may be calculated.
Feed Conversion
Feed conversion is another item in feed use that affects considerably
the net returns to broiler producers. Feeds vary in power to produce broil-
er meat as well as they do in price. Based on the average price of all
cost and receipt items in this study, the effect of differences in feed con-
version ratios is shown in Figure 5. The charted ratios, which represent
the major part of the actual spread recorded in the survey, range from
2.6 to 3.4.
If the average feed conversion ratio had been 2.6 instead of 3.0, the
net returns per broiler to family labor would have been 19.9 cents in-
stead of 13.6 cents. On the other hand, if the average ratio had been 3.4,
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the net returns to the producer would have been 6.0 cents lower, or 7.6
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Figure 4. Effect of variations in feed prices on the net leturns to family labor, based
on broiler operations in Louisiana during 1951.
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Pounds of feed used per pound of broiler
Figure 5. Effect of variations in feed conversion ratios on net returns to family labor,
based on broiler operations in Louisiana during 1951.
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Feed Efficiency
One may hear feed salesmen say: "My ieed is higher priced but it is
better and cheaper to use," or, "My feed costs less, is just as good as the
higher priced feed, and therefore more economical to use." It is generally
known that different brands of feed vary in price, but the extent to which
they vary in quality is not so well known. Actually, the most profitable
feed to use is the one that will yield a certain size broiler at the lowest
cost. An attempt has been made to present data (in part interpolated)
that will explain price-quality relationships in feeds (Table 11) .
l ABLK 11. Application of Feed Cost-Feed Qtiality Relationship to
Economy in Producing Broilers, Louisiana, 1951
Average Feed cost Amount Feed Average
feed cost per of conversion size of
per bird* 100 lbs. feed ratio (in broiler
(cents) (dollars) (lbs.) lbs. feed)** (lbs.)
45.9 would at 6.50 buy 7.06 which \sith 2.60 would produce 2.72
45.9 6.25 7.34 2.70 2.72
45.9 " 6.00 7.65 2.81 2.72
45.9 " 5.75 7.98 2.93 2.72
45.9 " 5.50 8.35 3.07 2.72
45.9 " 5.25 8.74 3.21 2.72





*The average-size bird weighing 2.72 pounds and converting feed at 3.0 consumed 8.16 pounds
of feed which, at the average price of 5.62 cents a pound, amounted to a cost of 45.9 cents.
**These necessary feed conversions are not intended in any way to indicate the "actual"
feed con\crsion ratios of different priced feeds.
The average cost for feed to produce a 2.72-pound broiler using feed
at $5.62 a hundred pounds was 45.9 cents. How much feed could be
purchased with the 45.9 cents at different prices, and what would the
feed con\'ersion ratio ha^e to be to produce the 2.72-pound bird? Re-
ferring to the table, 7.65 pounds of $6.00 feed having a 2.81 conversion
ratio would be equal to 9.18 pounds of $5.00 feed with a 3.38 ratio, or
vice ^ ersa. One important discrepancy in these comparisons is the limited
capacity of chicks to consume the amount of the bulkier feed needed for
satisfactory growth. This limited consumption factor would restrict some-
what the economy in using low converting feeds. Another factor would be
the small added cost in handling the larger quantity of the lower quality
feed during the growing period. The most economical feed to use would
be the one having the most favorable price-quality-consumption relation-
ship. If not otherwise available, the producer might obtain some informa-
tion that would be helpful to him through feed analyses or feeding ex-
periments.
Price of Chicks
Chick purchases constitute the second largest item of expense in pro-
ducing broilers, or about one-fourth of the total cost. The prices paid by
growers during 1951 varied from 11 cents to 19 cents a chick. The average
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cost was about 15.5 cents. Although, in general, price was an index to
quality, sometimes producers had to pay high prices for birds of inferior
quality. On the other hand, occasionally during the year some of the
most reliable dealers had surpluses and sold chicks of superior quality at
greatly reduced prices. Being new in the business, some of the producers
contacted were unable to procure quality chicks or bargain for them in
terms of price. Probably in the future better values can be realized.
The effect of varying chick costs on the net returns to family labor is
shown in Figure 6. Had all of the chicks been purchased at an average
of 11.0 cents instead of 15.5 cents, the returns would have been 18.3
cents a broiler instead of 13.6 cents. At the price of 19.0 cents the margin
would have been lowered to 10.2 cents. Every producer should remember
that one penny saved on the price of a chick would mean a saving of $30
in the cost of a medium-sized brood of 3,000 birds.
Chick Mortality
As the bulk of the chick aeaths in Louisiana during 1951 occurred
during the first three weeks of the production period when little feed had
been consumed, the losses from this cause were the unrecovered costs
comprising the purchase price of the chicks and the proportionate over-
head expenses involved. Of course, the older the chicks are at death the
greater the amount in feed losses.
Besides observing the methods used to prevent chick losses from
communicable diseases in the broiler house, care should be given to the
procurement of chicks that are of correct breeding and are free from
13 14 15 16
Chick prices in cents
17 19
Figure 6. Effect of variations in chick prices on net returns to family labor, based on
broiler operations in Louisiana during 1951.
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pullorum. The average death loss for the medium-sized broods of chicks
in Louisiana during 1951 was 6.1 per cent, or about $30 for every 3,000
birds started. The seriousness of the losses depends principally on the age
of the chick at death. Indiana reported the following regarding morta-
lity:
"Death losses in the two-year period (1946-48) averaged 11 per cent
of the chicks ordered. People who regularly lose a large percentage of
their chicks cannot hope to make profits. Labor returns per hour drop
sharply as mortality increases. Sick birds require more feed and more at-
tention than well ones. They take longer to reach the same average
weights. "i'^
Delaware reported that as mortality increased, costs continued to in-
crease until the 28 lots reporting an average loss of 31.2 birds per 100
had a cost of production of 39.4 cents per pound and made negative net
gains.i^ Average mortality in Maine was 11.5 per cent.^o
Price for Broilers
In the markets, sellers attempt to obtain the highest price possible
for their product while the buyer tries to get the same product at a re-
duced price. Because this is true, broiler producers should exert all
Cents
I
' ' ' ' i r
per
bird
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
Broiler prices In cents
Figure 7. Effect of variations in broiler prices on net returns to family labor, based on
broiler operations in Louisiana during 1951.
^^Johnson, H. A., Gordeuk, A., and Robertson, L. S., Profitable Broiler Production,
Ind. Ag. Exp. Sta. Bui. 539, March 1950, p. 18.
"Bausman, R. O., Influence of Management Practices on Cost of Producing
Broilers, Del. Ag. Exp. Sta. Bui. 270, Sept. 1947, p. 14.
^°op. cit., Cost and Returns (Maine) , p. 66.
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the effort they can to better their own financial interest. One cent a
pound more for the broilers from the medium-sized brood during 1951
would have netted the producer $81.60 more for a lot of 3,000 birds. One
cent a pound less would have reduced net returns the same amount. The
effect of variations in price on net returns to family labor is shown in
Figure 7.
The average price received for broilers by producers marketing
medium-sized lots was 28.8 cents a pound live weight, where, at this price,
the net return from a 2.72-pound bird was 13.6 cents. At 32 cents a
pound, other factors remaining constant, the return would have been
22.3 cents a bird; or, conversely, at 24 cents, plus the credits of different
kinds, the net returns to labor would have been down to zero, or no re-
turns to family labor and management.
If at the average 1951 price for broilers the cost of producing them
had been reduced 10 per cent, the net returns to management and family
labor from a brood of 3,000 broilers would have been SI 94 more than it
was, or |612 instead of |408. The gain on a 12-month operation compris-
ing four broods would have been $776, or a total income for the \ear
of $2,448 instead of $1,632.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. Broiler production is relatively new in Louisiana with over 90 per
cent of it having been established since 1946. The growth has oc-
curred principally in the hill-farming sections of the state ^vhere
broilers are replacing cotton as a cash enterprise.
2. Eighty per cent of the broiler growers during 1951 operated on a
part-time basis. They comprised farmers, teachers, merchants, and
many persons not already fully employed. Over 90 per cent of the
broiler houses were operated by family labor and were managed b)-
persons having had less than one year of experience in the broiler
business.
3. The type of broiler house construction \ aried widely from houses
constructed of good material, including aluminum roofing and sid-
ing, to the old farm building converted to broiler use with little re-
modeling. However, 75 per cent were of the best type. Some of the
better houses were equipped with automatic watering systems while
others had the common hand waterers. Nearly all of the houses had
well-drained dirt floors.
4. The average cost of the better broiler houses equipped ^vith hand
waterers was about 90 cents a square foot of floor space, or about
$2,100 for a house of 3,000 capacity. Over 80 per cent of the produc-
ers in the northern part of the state and about 10 per cent in the
southern section financed their house construction through com-
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mercial banks supported by F.H.A. Title I funds. Their production
operations were supported mainly by open-account credit at the
local feed store.
5. About one-half of the chicks utilized in different areas were from
Louisiana. Other states contributing to the chick supply were Mis-
sissippi, Texas, and Arkansas.
6. The breed of chicks most widely used by Louisiana broiler pro-
ducers was the New Hampshire, and next in order of preference was
the White Rock. Coccidiosis, colds, pullorum, and other diseases
were prevalent in the Louisiana broods. In general, precautions
were used to combat these maladies.
7. The size of broods varied from 1,292 to 4,491 chicks started. The
average livability of the chicks was 93.7 per cent, days held were
about 64, and the weight of the bird at date of sale averaged from
2.7 to 2.8 pounds. The feed conversion ratio for the state was about
3.1. The family labor expended per brood averaged 140 hours.
8. The amount of floor space permitted each chick during the pro-
duction period varied between producers, with no definite amount of
space being settled upon. The tendency was to compromise on about
.75 of a square foot. Over 95 per cent of the hovers used were of the
canopy type. Wood shavings comprised the bulk of the litter. In
some areas, bagasse, a sugar cane by-product, was used. The tendency
was not to change litter after the removal of each brood of broilers.
Over 75 per cent of the producers employed all-night lighting and
used "drip-type" waterers.
9. Ninety per cent of the broilers produced in the medium-sized houses
were sold to operators of dressing plants. The balance went to live
buyers, dressed outlets, and stores. Where the entire brood was sold
at one time, the broilers were handled principally by weighing the
transporting truck before and after loading and establishing the
weight of the birds. The average seasonal price paid to producers
for broilers varied widely during 1951. The average price was about
32 cents a pound.
10. Receipts for the medium-sized brood amounted to an average of 30
cents a pound of bird. The cost of producing a pound of broiler, ex-
cluding family labor, was about 25 cents. Of this amount, feed was
68 per cent and chicks, 25 per cent. The average net return was
13.6 cents per bird, or $386.78 per brood of 3,00\) birds and .12.63
per hour of family labor.
11. The most important cost item affecting net returns to family labor
and management was the price of feed. For example, at the average
price of $5.62, the net returns were 13.6 cents a broiler. For each 10
per cent reduction in this price of feed, the returns would have
been increased about 4.4 cents a bird. Variations in feed conversion
ratio, the price paid for chicks, and prices received for broilers are
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also important factors affecting the net returns to broiler producers.
Because of the relatively high prices paid for broilers, producers in
Louisiana during 1951 netted a reasonable return for their labor
and investment. However, it should be pointed out that if the prices
of broilers decline with increasing production, many producers will
be forced out of business unless feed costs can be reduced propor-
tionately.
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